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Dome types. Rethinking geometry of dome and it`s acoustic characteristics.
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Vocal college will be a logical phase in Langholmen`s live and its historical  development. 
Eastern shore was a place of  ships production almost for 300 years. And with the creation 
of college, music will be new intellectual production of this place. Key idea of my project 
is how a certain urban nature context can infl uence and stimulate the process of music 
creation. I am using all the advantages of location of the island. The island is associated 
with calm and solitary that makes it ideal for creative personalities. As well as the wonder-
ful  changing city view could be used as an background for education and musical perfor-
mances.

Main idea of my project is how I can design a building for music and especially for voice - 
which is the natural instrument of a human body. The music college something more than 
the place for training music technical skills but  the building by itself preform as instrument, 
as a platform  for experimenting with different acoustic features, as a place of inspiration as 
well as an a performing venue.

 In theory music is a temporal art, and architecture – is spatial one. However music forms  
the spatial bounders while it` sounds in the certain space. Rhythm, harmony and move-
ment – they are  both refl ected in music and architecture. Design of a school is based on 
integration of this principles into architecture. And I have been working at how the rethink-
ing of musical education process can affect  the shape, structure and appearance  of the 
building for the singing.

all interior spaces created by intersection of tree different units tree types of conic units are intersected in a grid mul-
tiple of 700 mm
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Acoustic effects : focusing, diffusion, slowness, reverberation, echo
One room. One dome unit: in a small space boosts the sound intensity by containing 
the refl ected sound energy. As well as the dome shape creates the longer reverbera-
tion time what is producing a richer and fuller sound. By the  low grade of cone edges 
and cut top is allowed to avoid an echo and create different and good acoustic 
characters of each unit. This shape of a room and lower arches are aloud to have fo-
cusing acoustic inside the unit. 


